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CADCAM frameworks from the Straumann-Createch Partnership
Aims and objectives:

Learning outcomes:

The aim of this article is to inform
you about how the use of CAD/
CAM technology can improve the
workflow of implant abutment. It
also provides a case study in order to
improve the understanding of how
CAD/CAM can be used effectively.

•

Understand the limitations of traditional approaches to implant
abutment, and how these limitations can be countered

•

Know how CAD/CAM can benefit implant abutments

•

Understand the case study and how CAD/CAM increases the
predictability and reliability of abutment/framework production

Up until recently, providing large
multiple unit implant frameworks has
been an extremely costly, technique
sensitive and protracted process.

have to be placed more deeply, which
in turn hinders cement removal.
(Fig 1 of stock Straumann aesthetic
anterior bone level abutment)

Two traditional approaches are
available for implant abutment and
framework construction, namely,
stock abutments and the lost wax/
casting approach. Stock abutments
are provided by all the implant
suppliers and are milled in a similar
way to an implant fixture. Since stock
abutments are industrially produced in
well-controlled conditions, they exhibit
superior durability and fit accuracy than
cast abutments. One of the problems
with stock abutments, is that the finish
line is located according to average
values which might not necessarily
coincide with the existing mucosal
contour. The cylindrical emergence
profile of stock abutments means for
an aesthetic outcome the margins

To counter this limitation we have
used cast abutments. In the dental
laboratory, the abutment or framework
is fully contoured by wax or resin and
conventionally cast. The numerous
steps involved and temperature
fluctuations have been described
as the cause of compromised
marginal fit. The longer the span
the more distortion is possible. To
eliminate this we can incorporate
additional fit modifying techniques
such as sectioning and soldering,
laser welding or spark erosion. (Fig
2 – framework sectioned and rejoined)

Fig 1. Stock abutment

Even a relatively simple 2 implant
supported 3 tooth bridge can be a
multiple appointment procedure –

Fig 2. Framework section rejoined with patter resin

impressions followed by abutment
and framework try in with possible
sectioning and soldering of the
framework followed by and fitting the
final bridge. The lost wax technique of
manufacturing frameworks was a tried
and tested method over many years
and numerous clinicians have been
quoted as saying “if it isn’t broken don’t
fix it” – so why are we now looking at
Computer Aided Design and Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CADCAM) - quite
simply to improve the design and
creation of our dental prosthesis.
Since the mid- 1980’s CADCAM has
been used in dentistry – mostly in
combination with chair side intraoral
scanning to provide a one visit
restorative solution. However the
accuracy until recently has always been
variable – dependent upon a multitude
of factors and definitely user sensitive.

Fig 3. Cement inclusion

However Straumann’s partnership
with Createch provides a wide range
of CADCAM structure solutions for
implant-borne dental prostheses for a
variety of indications but importantly
underlined by Straumann’s Guarantee
of clinical accuracy of components.
It is also important to understand
that utilising CADCAM technology
doesn’t involve capital investment
for the implant clinician.
Laboratories simply need to send
the model to Createch Medical for
measurement and design – the
proposed design is then reviewed
and approved by the lab – and
within approximately 7 days the
fully milled restoration is returned
to the lab for finishing.
The Cement versus Screw
Retained dilemma
Until the introduction of CADCAM
abutments – traditional screw retained
crowns and bridges were only available
by using cast UCLA type abutments.
The cost prohibitive nature of expensive
customised abutments has meant
the wider use of stock abutments and
therefore cement-retained restorations.
This carries the risk of cement inclusion
in particularly deep restorations –
something completely avoided by
using a screw-retained option.
(Fig 3 – cement inclusion on crown)
However implants do not have
a periodontal ligament which in
conventional crown and bridgework
can act as a tension buffer – ensuring

long term passive fits because the teeth
will move in the first couple of days. If
there is a lack of implant passivity at
insertion, these forces are transferred
through the super structure onto
the underlying crestal bone. This can
result in simple screw loosening within
the restoration through to advanced
crestal bone loss, leading to further
periodontal tissue problems. Thus it is
imperative we capture a truly passive
fit if we are going to screw retain.
Unfortunately available quantity of
bone does not allow us to screw retain
restorations due to the path of the
screw hole access emerging through
unfavorable positions in the anatomy
of the restorations – especially in the
anterior zone – without the need for
adjunctive grafting procedures that
have a much greater rate of morbidity.
However the emergence of angle
correction abutments – where we can
correct misaligned implant fixtures
up to 25 degrees to allow us to utilise
screw retained restorations – enables
clinicians to utilise screw retention
for the vast majority of cases whilst
avoiding complex grafting procedures.
(Fig 4 – fixture angulations)
How can CADCAM abutments
improve our workflow?
CADCAM production involves
three consecutive steps: scanning
of the working model, CAD
design, and CAM fabrication.
We can either scan a conventional
implant stone model or utilise intraoral
scanning technology – either way
gives us a digital 3D representation.
The technician can then utilise software
to CAD design the 3D outline of the final
implant component – either a single
abutment or multiple unit framework.

Fig 4. Implant angulation

Once agreed the CAM process produces
the implant component within specified
tolerances. The implant abutments and
frameworks are milled from a central
Createch/Straumann milling site.
Due to the digital nature of CADCAM
and nil physical human input we
can very specifically know our
engineering tolerances. There are very
few compounding inaccuracies.
CADCAM abutments combine
the best bits of both Stock and
Customisable abutments.
We can guarantee predictable fit and
durability, but we can also modify
emergence profile, prosthesis finishing
line height, thickness, and external
contour BUT also now we can correct
implant angulation up to 25 degrees.
CADCAM produced implant frameworks
are now as precise as the most
accurate conventional techniques and
definitely provides a more consistent
outcome. However at the moment
due to the ever-developing world of
CADCAM in implant dentistry we are
basing our results on the experiences
of clinicians and laboratories, and
are still awaiting more clinical
studies for the confirmation.
This accuracy is extrapolated
from looking at the milling
process – which does not alter the
precision of the implant abutment
connection but is restricted to the
external anatomical surfaces.
Case Study
Mr. SD attended with a previous
history of some loosening teeth
in the upper left quadrant. He had
had a previous history of root canal
treatments and recurrent infections
that had required repeated courses

Fig 5. UL567 pre-op

Fig 6. UL567 pre-op

of antibiotics. We discussed all the
various options and suggested the
best long term solution would be
to extract the Upper Left 567 and
provide 3 implant fixtures at UL457
with a simultaneous sinus floor
elevation procedure and restore
with a 4 tooth screw retained
bridge CADCAM designed.

CBCT evaluation revealed the
need for simultaneous sinus
floor elevation procedure.
Fig 9 – cbct image Fig 10 – preop PA

He was otherwise
medically fit and well.

Fig 11 – 14 shows pictures of
surgery and radiographic review

Fig 5 – 6 demonstrates the preop
teeth - Fig 7 – preop radiograph

Following 16 weeks of
uncomplicated healing the
implant fixtures were exposed –
Fig 15 – and scan bodies connected
to record the intraoral position of
the fixture heads – Fig 16 – and
intraoral scan picture – Fig 17

We extracted the teeth UL567 and
allowed the soft and hard tissues to
heal for 10 weeks prior to implant
surgery. Fig 8 Soft tissue healed

Fig 18-19 show images laboratory
side of CAD design pre-production of
the implant framework. The design
is checked and approved, then
requested to be milled and returned
to the laboratory within 7 days.

Fig 7. Patient pre-op DPT

Fig 8. Stage 1 pre-op: 10 weeks healing

4.1mm tissue levels implants
were placed at Upper Left 45 and
4.8mm tissue level at Upper Left
7 with excellent fixture stability.

Fig 12. Stage 1

The final prosthesis can then
be CAM milled and porcelain
added. Fig 20 - 21
Healing abutments are unscrewed
and any hyperplastic gingival
removed – Fig 22-23

Fig 9. CBCT slice pre-surgery

Fig 13. Closure

Fig 10. Patient pre-op PA

Fig 14. Patient fixtures rev PA

Fig 11. Fixtures placed

Fig 15. Implant exposure

Fig 16. Scan bodies connected

Fig 17. Intraoral scan imaget
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Fig 18. Lab CAD design

Fig 19. Abutment & framework design - Pre-milling

The final screw retained prosthesis
is tried in situ and the distal most
abutments are finger tightened first.
We carefully and gradually tighten
the abutments in situ little by little
to each abutment. As usual contact
points are checked that they remain
passive and do not prevent full seating
of the final prosthesis. Fig 24-26

Fig 20. Prosthesis manufacture

Fig 24. Prosthesis in situ

Fig 21. Prosthesis manufacture

Fig 25. Prosthesis in situ

Fig 22. Healing abutments removed

Fig 26. Prosthesis in situ

Fig 23. Hyperplastic gingival tissue removed

Fig 27. Patient fit PA

A check radiograph is then
taken to ensure the framework
is fully seating. Fig 27
And the final restoration is torqued
in situ and then sealed up.
Conclusion
Straumann’s newly formed
relationship with Createch has
enabled its clinicians to utilise the
whole digital CADCAM pathway.
Whilst CADCAM production does
not guarantee any increase in
accuracy – nor has it ever claimed
to do so – it certainly has increased
predictability and reliability of
abutment / framework production.
This allows us to omit certain steps at
certain times – for example it may not
be deemed necessary to do a metal
framework try in. However we always
have our default open tray impression
technique and cast and section
framework technique to fall back on.

The release of the implant connection
design to Createch now allows us
to provide a guaranteed implant
abutment interface with a third party
company – although it is a part of
the Straumann umbrella. This in turn
allows us to engage the fantastic
Straumann internal taper connection
and match the same alloy material for
the framework. Thus ensuring we have
full faith in the quality and tolerances
of the restorative options we choose.

Fig 28. Abutments torques in situ
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Q1.)Name the traditional approaches available for
implant abutment and framework construction?
i.) Stock abutments
ii.) Cast abutments
iii.) Both of the above
Q2.)If stock abutments are used, what
are the possible problems?
i.) The cylindrical emergence profile of stock
abutments means that for an aesthetic outcome
the margins have to be placed more deeply.
ii.) The cylindrical emergence profile of stock
abutments means that for an aesthetic outcome
the margins have to be placed less deeply.
iii.) The cylindrical emergence profile of stock
abutments means that for an aesthetic outcome
the margins have to be placed incorrectly.
Q3.)What causes the compromised
marginal fit of cast abutments?
i.) Distortion during fabrication
ii.) Distortion when sectioning
iii.) Both of the above

Q7.)How does the laboratory use the Createch service?
i.) By investing in a scanner and software
ii.) By simply sending the model to Createch
iii.) By sending the model to Straumann UK
Q8.)How long does it take to return the
fully milled restoration to the lab?
i.) Approximately 3 days
ii.) Approximately 7 days
iii.) Approximately 10 days
Q9.)What is the maximum amount of
implant angulation correction available
using the Createch system?
i.) 45 degrees.
ii.) 35 degrees.
iii.) 25 degrees.
Q10.) What is the primary advantage of Createch
produced implant frameworks?
i.) They provide a more consistent outcome.
ii.) Guaranteed implant abutment interface.
iii.) Both of the above.
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Q4.)When did CAD-CAM start to be used in Dentistry?
i.) Since the mid- 1960’s
ii.) Since the mid- 1980’s
iii.) Since the mid- 1970’s
Q5.)What is the name of the company
Straumann have now partnered with to
provide a range of CAD-CAM services?
i.) Drentech
ii.) Preatech
iii.) Createch
Q6.)Does using the Createch service
provide any guarantee?
i.) Yes, Straumann’s Guarantee of
clinical accuracy of components.
ii.) No, and it is not necessary to
provide any guarantee.
iii.) Yes, the products are guaranteed by the laboratory.
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